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The Architecture 
of Sounds



The expression 'architecture of sounds' refers to the métier of Iannis 

Xenakis (1921/1922-2001), an architect and composer by profession, 

and Diogo Alvim (1979), an architect and composer of instrumental and 

electroacoustic music, who share, in the works Bohor and Posição Relativa 

[Relative Position], a singular concern with space. 
.

Bohor, presented for the first time in Portugal, is Xenakis' first electroacoustic 

8-channel tape work, a device with a geometric configuration that invites 

the audience to place itself 'inside' the sound, to be surrounded by a dense 

and immersive mass of sound that combines recordings of Byzantine song 

and piano, and the sounds of Iraqi and Hindu jewellery, among other 

things, developing in a continuum of around 20 minutes towards a pro-

gressive morphosis of the sources of the sounds on which the work is 

based. 
.

Posição Relativa, by Diogo Alvim, is a piece that demands a 'play of atten-

tion and listening,' in which the resonances of each chord, the synchro-

nised entrance of the musicians and their movement to specific posi-

tions, are dependent on the space in which the concert takes place. 

The piece does not just work the space, but becomes space.
.

The programme is completed by works by the composers Cândido Lima 

(1939), one of Iannis Xenakis' best known academic pupils, and Ângela 

Lopes (1972), which trace the genealogy of Xenakis' legacy in Portugal. 

ETHNON – Canto do Paraíso [ETHNON – Song of Paradise] for solo 

piano, by Cândido Lima, is a paraphrase of another of the composer's 

works – Gestos-Circus-Círculos [Gestures-Circus-Circles], from 2000-

2001, for ensemble and real time electronics, composed for the pianist 

Ana Telles, a soloist in this concert.
.

The electroacoustic orchestration Gárgulas d'Arga [Gargoyles of Arga], 

by Ângela Lopes, combines a small zither, piano and vibraphone with 

the sound of trickling water on the Serra d'Arga, resulting in different 

densities, intensities and registers. The title comes from the French 

'gargouille,' which represents the gurgling sound of water.
.

Held in the context of the exhibition Révolutions Xenakis, commemo-

rating the centenary of Iannis Xenakis' birth, the concert-installation is 

curated by Ensemble DME and is part of the CAM programme.



Iannis Xenakis
Bohor, 1962

Bohor is the last of the five electronic works composed by Iannis Xenakis 

at the studio of the Groupe de Recherches Musicales at the French Radio 

in Paris. It is dedicated to Pierre Schaeffer. 
.

According to the composer, Bohor is 'a monistic music of internal plu-

rality, converging, shrinking in the acute angle of the end.'
.

The space projection of the eight magnetic tracks is exploited here not 

for the kinematics that the projection makes perceptible but towards 

the aim of enriching the sound quality. The refinement of perception 

which results, unveils, through a sort of accumulating of information, 

the infinitely varied diversity of the micro-structures. 
.

It is deliberate that the composer has given no descriptive information 

regarding his work, leaving the listener to find for himself a path in it. 
.

Benoît Gibson

Biography
.

Iannis Xenakis (1921/1922-2001) was a Greek architect, mathemati-

cian, engineer and composer, and a pioneer of electronic music. He stud-

ied engineering at the National Technical University of Athens, which is 

where he was at the outbreak of the Second World War, when he joined 

the Resistance. In 1944, during street fighting against British tanks, 

he was seriously wounded and finally forced into exile. He fled to Paris, 

where he worked with Le Corbusier on the Convent of Sainte-Marie de 

la Tourette and the Philips Pavilion. In the field of music, he followed the 

teachings of Olivier Messiaen and the maestro Hermann Scherchen. 

During the 1970s, he created his famous polytopes, grandiose spectacles 

of sound and light, that brought him fame among a wide audience. In the 

following decade, he developed the GENDY computer programme, which 

allowed sounds to be produced through a computer. He died on 4 Febru-

ary 2001, leaving a catalogue of more than 150 works, eleven of which 

were commissioned directly to the composer by the Gulbenkian Foun-

dation.



Cândido Lima
ETHNON – Canto do Paraíso, 2010-2012

ETHNON – Canto do Paraíso stems from the work Gestos-Circus-Círculos, 

for five instruments and real-time electronics, commissioned by the 

Porto 2001-European Capital of Culture programme, at the proposal of 

Miguel Azguime, to whom the piece is dedicated. It was premièred by the 

Grupo Música Nova in Teatro Helena Sá e Costa, as part of the Música 

Viva Festival in 2001, and was produced again in 2007 and 2009 by 

Sond'Ar-Te Electric Ensemble in the Instituto Franco-Português, in the 

Jerónimos Monastery and at Casa da Música, during the Música Viva 

Festival. The pianist Ana Telles, who joined Sond'Ar-Te to perform in 

these concerts, was intrigued by the piano in Gestos-Circus-Círculos 

and expressed this repeatedly, eventually receiving from the composer 

the promise of a version for piano. The work was written between 2010 

and 2012.
.

The composer deviated from the original piano, whilst keeping intact 

the identity of its origin. A melody based on popular tradition plays a 

central role in both works. This harvest song, which the composer used 

in Gestos-Circus-Círculos, was taken from one of the records (LP) in a 

collection of six, known as the 'hessian records' (in a box literally cov-

ered in hessian), by Michel Giacometti, bought, years earlier, in a sec-

ond-hand shop in Lisbon. The 'canto do paraíso,' or song of paradise, is 

simultaneously an anonymous melody and the voice of Catarina Chitas, 

a popular figure from Penha Garcia, Idanha-a-Nova, Beira Baixa. This 

subtitle is dedicated to her voice and the main title ethnon (people, in 

Greek) to the voices of all places. Curiosity led me to the internet, and the 

internet led me to the 'voice of paradise,' singing into Michel Giacometti's 

recorder the song of that phonographic record!
-

All the complex sounds and emotions of this kind of popular poem took 

into account the mutual enthusiasm of composer and pianist, as well as 

their virtuosity and performance skills, essential factors in exploring the 

possibilities of this project. The work is dedicated to remarkable pianist 

and researcher Ana Telles.



The new score was structured around processes of amplification, 

expansion and projection, in a proliferation of motivic (neumatic), 

rhythmic, harmonic and timbre-related materials for piano in the 

original score of Gestos-Circus-Círculos. 

Among the diverse piano and composition techniques used in 

ETHNON – Canto do Paraíso, it is worth highlighting the effects 

of resonance, filter, overlaying (of cultures!), of (simulated) fre-

quency and amplitude modulation, as well as the presence of tech-

nical processes of medieval music and non-European music. The 

piano is thus transformed into a small choir and a small orchestra 

and the performer will create, using personal routes, planes of 

time and pitches, of rhythms and harmonies. The popular voice 

passes, like a shadow, across all these winding paths, enveloped in 

an atmosphere that is simultaneously playful and lyrical with 

imaginary voices.

Cândido Lima

Biography

Cândido Lima (1939) was the founder of the Grupo Música Nova, a reformer 

of the system of music teaching in Portugal and the first Portuguese 

composer to approach musical computing at the Universities of Paris 2 

and Paris 7, as well as using computers for musical composition. He stud-

ied with Iannis Xenakis in private classes and at the Institute of Aesthet-

ics and Sciences of Art, at the Sorbonne, becoming one of his most 

renowned academic pupils. Among the many events at which Lima has 

promoted contemporary erudite music, including numerous television 

programmes, it is worth highlighting his role with Xenakis in June 1973, 

for the memorable 'Encontro com Xenakis' (Meeting with Xenakis) at 

Cinema Trindade. 



Ângela Lopes
Gárgulas d'Arga, 2013

This work was commissioned by Sond'Ar-te Electric Ensemble and has 

an instrumental formation comprising flute (in C and G), clarinet (in Bb, 

Eb and bass clarinet), violin, cello, piano and electroacoustics.
.

Gargoyles are waterspouts that project from a roof to drain rainwater 

and, in the Middle Ages, they were decorated with monstrous figures, 

human or animal. Originally from the French gargouille, the word rep-

resents the gurgling sound of water, like the sound I retain in my mem-

ory (and on a recording) of a stream running over stones, grasses and 

shrubs in a deep valley in the Arga hills, north of Viana do Castelo. This 

idyllic landscape, which I had the opportunity to discover when I was 

recording the work Músicas de Villaiana-coros oceânicos [Songs of 

Villaiana-oceanic choirs], by composer Cândido Lima, inspired the title: 

its atmosphere, the sound, the perfume, a terrestrial Eden.
.

With no preconceived programme, the work is based on the manipula-

tion of intervals that oppose, cancel out, repel or merge in agglomera-

tions and combinations of sounds, in harmonic formations that can be 

simple or complex, calm or extreme, around centres of attraction and 

repulsion, registers and dynamics, around intervals prioritised as 

polarising centres. The extra-musical idea – water and the atmosphere 

around it and the symbolisms of gargoyles, of the hills and their sinuous 

configurations – thus structures the flow of time and of form, and so 

creates harmony, the timbre and the orchestral and electronic sonori-

ties, the rhythm and tempo, the densities and space, sometimes com-

pact, sometimes elastic.
.

The electroacoustic orchestration comes from four sources: the sounds 

of a small zither (for teaching music in East Germany), piano and vibra-

phone, as well as the sounds of water from the paradise-like location of 

Serra d'Arga. Sounds in echo(es) such as the echoes of the Arga valleys, 

grains of sound in long delays, in a continuum, and in layers, sounds of 

reverberating voices, flashes, distant bells, enchanting ostinati.



A colourful gesture encompassed by the appearance of the sounds of the 

piano, the vibraphone and the water of Arga. A contrast of densities, 

intensities and registers. Gestures that can be tumultuous or calm, dra-

matic or poetic, like the water of the hills, which combines and connects 

with the four acoustic instruments of Gárgulas d'Arga.

Ângela  Lopes

Biography 

Ângela Lopes (1972) is one of the most active and prolific voices in musi-

cal composition in Portugal, with a significant role in teaching composi-

tion, particularly in specialised artistic teaching in the north of Portugal. 

She has made her name as a composer through a career marked by her 

work in electroacoustic and instrumental music, frequently based on 

concepts exogenous to the musical material, such as elements derived 

from literature, or associated with sustainability or feminism.



Diogo Alvim
Posição Relativa

Posição Relativa explores a group of musical materials in a sequence of 

different spatial arrangements. Each section repeats certain sound ele-

ments, reconfigured in a new order, and in a new position in relation to 

the musicians.
.

With no conductor, the musicians navigate the piece in a context of 

greater freedom of action, but also of uncertainty. Some open parame-

ters of semi-improvisation allow for the exploration of sound as a pres-

ent, of-the-moment phenomenon, situated in a way that is reinforced by 

the active occupation of the space.

Diogo Alvim

Biography

Diogo Alvim (1979) is a composer of instrumental and electroacoustic 

music. He studied architecture and composition in Lisbon, completing 

his doctorate in composition and sound arts at SARC, Queen's Univer-

sity Belfast, in 2016, with a thesis entitled 'Music Through Architecture 

– Contributions to an Expanded Practice in Composition.' In his work 

Posição Relativa, commissioned by the DME project, Diogo Alvim com-

poses not just pitches, rhythms, timbres and dynamics, but also the space.  
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